
 
 

  

  

 

 

BRAVE CHANGING WORLD: 

INBOUND KEEPING YOU POSTED 

 

News & Views #10 
  

 

  

It’s the week end and you earned it! In this week’s selection of our posts, we highlight the 

diverging landscape between the US vs. Europe for SPACs despite their proven merits as 

investment vehicles into attractive equity stories typically reserved to VCs (cf EDTX). 

Across sectors, innovation - from blockchain to digital to robots - remains a critical factor 

of success across sectors post lockdown - in the beauty industry (ALQP), art (Arteïa), 

or fashion retail (Euveka). New questions also emerge (WFH), and even new perils (the 

Great Divide). Some like Luc Besson almost got their timing right before the crisis hit. 

Enjoy the week end - stay healthy! 

  

The Inbound Capital team  

www.inbound.capital 
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SMALL CAPS  

 

 

    

The SPAC boom in the US is just one more example of the differing capital raising and listing 

landscape in the US vs Europe. $6.5bn has been raised ytd in the US through SPAC vehicles 

which now account for 38% of all US IPO's in 2020, a fact that should be a wake up call for 

European markets still struggling for innovation. #Inboundcapital has first hand experience with 

SPAC listings on #NASDAQ having been a key advisor to #EdtechX on it's SPAC IPO and the 

subsequent merger of EdTechX with Chinese online education provider Meten 

(https://lnkd.in/dzB4MFt). MetenEdTechX (METX) has a current market cap of $550m having 

briefly achieved unicorn status post listing. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

    

Just when you thought the world had come up with a solution to home education as many 

schools remain closed, it now emerges that even online, kids can disturb their teacher. This is an 

insight into a new world of cybersabotage that #Edtech will need to sort out if it is to seamlessly 

replace the classroom experience and keep teachers and parents happy. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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The beauty industry has been growing steadily over the past years and shows a good resilience. 

Even if the Covid 19 impact will be bigger than any recession and the sector revenues could fall 

from 20 to 30% (even 35% in the worst case scenario) in 2020, it remains attractive on the long 

run. What is interesting is that, as in most sectors, the pandemic has some impacts which are 

likely to be permanent: 1) digital is rising (digital channels become important to capture 

costumers' attention and AI will be used for testing, discovery and costumisation), 2) the pace of 

innovation accelerates and there will be a greater role for contract manufacturers to diversify 

and serve as thought partners in product innovation, 3) M&A rises as valuations fall. As a 

provider of packaging solutions for the beauty sector Quadpack (ww.quadpack.com) is a good 

example of a company which will be affected by the Covid 19 this year but is using it to rebound 

from 2021 by being very innovative. #innovation #quadpack 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

    

 

THE PROFESSIONAL (*) 

To make $1m in movies you need to start with $3m: the same in Small Caps sometimes. Investors 

who participated to EUROPACORP (ECP FP)’s IPO at €15/share in 2007 - a time when 

corporate governance was maybe as alien a concept as in The 5th Element - could not agree 

more. ECP sunk faster than a free diver in The Big Blue (€3 eighteen months later) and apart 

from a brief reprieve, went back to test new (seabed) floors. After an endless saga, ECP collapsed 

under its debt, ending up in Chapter 11 in May last year. No wonder founder Luc Besson did not 
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produce horror movies: ECP was enough. Just before the pandemic hit, he and his board 

unanimously agreed to cede a majority stake to main debt holder US-based Vine Alternative 

Investment, reportedly turning down a €100m buyout offer by French group Pathé: the Vine 

offer allows Besson to remain artistic director (for a meagre annual salary of $600K+$1m expat 

compensation+author/director/producer remuneration allegedly) for at least 5 years, by when he 

could own c.18% again of ECP. Like a cliffhanger in a series, the €193m reserved capital increase 

has been delayed due to Covid-19 but no doubt there will be a new season of "Europacorp The 

Series". Besson should have produced THE ARTIST. (* LÉON in French) 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

START-UPS & TECH  

 

 

   

 

As a secure way of exchanging data and goods, blockchain will bring productivity gains to most 

sectors (insurance, finance, healthcare, energy and art as proved by Arteïa (www.arteia.com)). A 

"bill of rights" by the World Economic Forum" should help to unlock the potential of blockchain 

solving its problems of lack of trust and interoperability. Once these problems are solved, it will 

become a powerful tool for businesses to reduce corruption, increase trust and empower users. 

There is clearly a need for an interconnected and interoperable supply chain in a world after 

COVID-19 but "the challenge is not only a technology problem but also a problem in 

governance, data ownership and commercial business models that incentivize ecosystem 

stakeholders to collaborate with each other.” Things are moving in the right direction but there 

are still some issues! #blockchain #decentralized 

Click here to find out more >> 
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I, ROBOT: ARTS 

While art galleries and art museums worldwide have rivalled with new initiatives during 

lockdown to offer virtual viewing rooms, podcasts, online art classes and social media - like the 

Royal Academy's "daily doodle" challenge", others have turned to robot tours for viewers isolated 

at home. In England, the Hastings Contemporary museum has pioneered such remote art-

viewing experience with a resounding success. No doubt this will be emulated by others even 

after lockdown is lifted. As ARTEÏA. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

   

 

 

IT'S ALL GOING DIGITAL: ART & AUCTIONS 

Commenting on Sotheby's new online strategies and raft of innovations, France's leading 

business newspaper Les Echos sums it all up: "The art market, ensconced in models that 

sometimes date back to several centuries, is now entering the digital era. Along this process, it 

will go through a profound mutation which has only just begun". Enough said: ARTEÏA 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

   

ESG ROBOTIC: TEXTILE WASTE  

Covid-19 has compounded in a colossal way one of retail clothing's perennial issues: textile 
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waste. Even before the pandemic, the sector was plagued with more than $4bn of textile waste 

annually, which in 70% of the cases was due to a wrong size - something French start-up 

EUVEKA (www.euveka.com) has been a pioneer to address with its bionic torso robots. As 

clothing retailers currently sit on tens of billions of dollars of unsold merchandise and as social 

distancing measures prevent trying clothes like you used to (changing rooms will never be the 

same again, blame Covid-19), adopting robotic solutions like EUVEKA's has become more 

pressing than ever 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

FINANCE & ECONOMY  

 

 

   

The way Mark Zuckerberg sees WFH is very interesting. As the present crisis has speed up the 

experimentation, he sees that it works quite well and is ready to offer the possibility to some of 

his existing employees as well as his new hirings to work from home. His anticipation is that in 

10 years time, 50% of his employees will permanently work from home. The move will be 

progressive. It is not a question of making savings (offsites in Menlo Park will have to be 

regularly organised and it will have a cost!) but of diversity as you can hire someone anywhere in 

the world. It is a good way to keep people who want to move to a different location. Mark 

Zuckerberg think that the use of AR and VR will speed up the process. That's really interesting: 

WFH will really change HRs: it is suddenly possible to hire someone wherever he is based and 

whichever his culture is as long as he is the best employee for the company. #workfromhome 

#newemployees 

Click here to find out more >> 
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THE GROWING ANGER (2). The rapid spread of protests and the eruption of violence in several 

US cities in the wake of George Floyd's death has wider implications than "just another episodes 

of a police arrest going too far". This is because in the US at least, Covid-19 has 

disproportionately hit certain categories of the population and in particular African-American 

minorities. As the global recession really starts to bite going into next year and mass 

unemployment becomes widespread, watch out for similar violent eruptions in crowded cities: 

any incident and a fortiori the death of a person will be like a lightning match on dry wood - and 

not only in the US. Forget about the Digital Divide: it will become all too real 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

LIFESTYLE & OTHERS  

 

    

FORGET APP TRACING: THE SEWERS KNOW BEST 

A different kind of mask may be required, but waste waters may prove a precious help to prevent 

a next wave of the pandemic. The leading epidemiologists behind Project Obepine in Paris seem 

to think so, for good reasons: down under, the sewage system of most cities is in effect a great 

"time-to-market" reflection of the pathologies inflicting the urban dwellers above, from the flu 

to gastro-enteritis to...Covid-19. Not only is the amount of data collected proportionate to the 
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size of the population (so statistically more accurate), it also holds greater predictive power: it 

can spot symptoms of the Coronavirus 5-6 days after its starts (vs. 2-14 days incubation). Stop 

pinching your nose and applaud Obepine. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

    

 

I, ROBOT - FANCY A PINT? 

Leading Spanish robotic company Macco Robotics (www.maccorobotics.com) had rendered 

Seville even more enticing as a holiday city in times of social distancing: Beer Cart, its bionic 

barman, will serve you a canas of Cruzampo no matter what. For a good conversation though, go 

to the (human) bar manager: the Great Replacement has not happened (yet) MACCO. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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Inbound Capital acts as Outsourced Investor Relations for QUADPACK (ALQP FP). 

Inbound Capital acts as Fund Raiser for private companies Arteia and Euveka. Inbound 
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Capital provided Investor Relation support for EDTECH X (NASDAQ: EDTX) and is not 

acting for METEN (NASDAQ: METN).  

 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
The information used in preparing this document was obtained either from public sources or from sources 

to which Inbound Capital have been authorised access. Inbound Capital has made no independent 

verification of the information. Accordingly no representation or warranty of any kind (whether express 

or implied) is given by Inbound Capital and its employees as to the accuracy, completeness or fitness for 

any purpose of this document. 

 

 

 


